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Given a solution of the Cauchy problem for nonlinear wave equations of the type 
a%/& - du +f(u) = 0 in three space dimensions the asymptotic behaviour in time 
is considered. It is shown that for nonlinearities which behave like powers uI”-‘u 
uniform decay holds with a certain rate depending on u if 5 > u > $ + i k 13, and 
moreover scattering states exist if u is not too small. This improves former results 
of W. A. Strauss (J. Funct. Anal. 2 (1968), 409-457). 
INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION 
W. A. Strauss [7] was the first one who considered the asymptotic 
behaviour to the Cauchy problem for nonlinear wave equations of the type 
$-Au +f(u)=O 
without quantitative restrictions on the data in three space dimensions. He 
proved, e.g., that for power nonlinearities f(u) = ] u ]O- ‘u, where 3 < cr < 5 
the solution u(x, t) decays uniformly like ( t JE- ’ as t -+ f co (E > 0 arbitrary). 
As a consequence he showed the existence of scattering states U, , i.e., 
solutions of the corresponding wave equation v,, -Au = 0 such that 
u(f) - u+(t) + 0 as t -+ +oo in suitable norms. His results were improved by 
von Wahl [9] who proved that for u = 3, E = 0 is admissible and for (I = 3 
the decay is at least t-’ log t. One of the open problems was: What happens 
for u < 3? 
This paper gives a partial answer and shows that for u > f + 
&/% z 2.30278 the solution u uniformly tends to zero as t -+ f co with a 
certain rate depending on u. This decay is fast enough to show the existence 
of scattering states for certain u < 3, namely, for u > 2.40327 (numerically). 
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The proof makes use of a remarkable identity due to Strauss [7] which he 
received by multipliation of the wave equation by 
(9 + t2) u, + 2rtu, + (n - 1) tu, r=jxJ. 
This gives a decay result for llR,, F(u(x, t)) dx, where F denotes the primitive 
function off even for 2 < u ( 3. Using the precise estimates for the solutions 
of the corresponding linear equation (which for n = 3 decays as t-‘) this 
gives the claimed result. 
Related results for the non-linear Klein-Gordon equation 
u,, -Au + n12u +f(u) = 0, m # 0, 
were given by Morawetz and Strauss [4], Pecher [5], and Brenner 121. In a 
forthcoming paper the case of higher space dimensions will be considered. 
We use the following notation: IR + = [0, co); C:,,(IR +, X), X Banach 
space, denotes the set of functions u: IR + + X which are k-times continuously 
differentiable. For k E I? ‘, 1 <p < co, Hk,p(lR”) = HkTp denote the Sobolev 
spaces, i.e., the completion of CF(iF!“) with respect to 
IIS’W + Irl’>““m>ll,.,, where IIgll,,, = ti, l g(xY’ k)“” (1 <P < a), 
11 gllo,m = ess supxsR” ] g(x)] (] g]] = (] g]],,2 . tik*p = fik*p(lR”) is the space of 
tempered distributions f such that /] F-‘(l<lkfl<))l/O,p = ]]f j]k,p is finite. 
Finally let $i,q, 0 ( s < 1, 1 <p< co, 1 <q < co, be the homogeneous 
Besov space, i.e., the completion of CF(lR”) with respect o 
sup ]]u(* + h) - u(*)ll,,,Y +I “q. 
Ihl<t 
c denotes various positive constants. 
1. BASIC ESTIMATES 
The first estimates for solutions of the nonlinear wave equation are conse- 
quences of the identity due to W. A. Strauss (cf. [7, Theorem 2.31) given in 
the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let u E C~,,(lR”x[O, a), If?) be a solution of 
utt -Au +f(u) = 0 with the property u(t) E Ci(R”)for all t E [0, co), where 
fE C~,,(lF?, R). Let u = Jx((“-I)‘* u and F(s) := JS, f(u) da. Then the following 
identity holds: 
a J at IR” /XI-n+1 y2;t2 (IVu(’ + u;> + 21x1 hIrut 
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+ (n-l)(n-3) lx12+~2U2 dx 
8 /XI2 1 
([Xl’ + t’)F(u(x,t))dx 
= 1 [2(n + 1) tF(u(x, 0) - (n - 1) fu(x, r)f(u(x, t))] dx. IR” 
Here v, denotes the radial derivative of v. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let the assumptions of Theorem 1.1 be fulfilled. Assume 
n > 3 and 0 <F(u) < ((n - 1)/2(n + 1)) uf(u) for all u E R. Then we have 
(&‘(u(x, t)) dx < c/(1 + t)‘. 
ProoJ: Integrate the identity above and use the fact that all the terms on 
the left hand side are nonnegative and the right hand side nonpositive. For 
our purposes the following generalization of this result is fundamental. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let the assumptions of Theorem 1.1 be fulfilled, suppose 
n > 3 and O<F(u)< ((n - 1)/2(n + l)- K) us(u) for all u E iR, where 
O<KK~. Thenforany&>Owehave 
1 F(u(x, t)) dx < 
C(E) 
Ffn (1 + t)*--K--E* 
ProoJ Integration of the identity of Theorem 1.1 gives by use of our 
assumption on the nonlinearity: 
t* j- 
iRn 
F(u(x, t)) dx ,< c + K f S [I,. F(u(x, s)) dx] ds. 
0 
Let M(t) be defined by 
M(t) := sup [~‘-“‘~~~F(u(x, s)) dx]. 
1CS<f 
For each t > 1 we have 
f2--.--E 
I IRn W&r))d~+++ 
F(u(x, s)) dx ds 1 
F(u(x, s)) dx ds 
w 1 
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Here we applied the boundedness of SIR,, F(u(x, t)) dx which follows from the 
well-known energy conservation (cf. Lemma 1.6 below). The last inequality 
easily gives the boundedness of M(t). 
Another easy consequence of Theorem 1.1 is the following 
LEMMA 1.4. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1.1 and Lemma 1.2 we 
have for n > 4: 11 u(t)JI,,, < const. 
The proof is the same as for Lemma 1.2. 
The second fundamental fact is the exact behavior of the solutions of the 
linear equation u,, -du = 0 given in the following theorem (cf., e.g., 16, 
Theorem 2.2 1). 
THEOREM 1.5. Let A denote the operator -A defined on 
D(A) = H’**(IR”). Then for all t > 0 and v E CF(lR”) the following estimate 
holds : 
where 1 (p<2<p’< 00, l/p+ l/p’= 1. 
Finally let us repeat the well-known energy equality: 
LEMMA 1.6. Let u be a “strong” solution of u,, -Au + f (u) = 0 i.e., 
24 E c~,,(R +, L*(lRy) n c&,(R +, H1.2(R”)) n cp,,(R +, H*~*(ilq) with 
f(u)E cp,,(~+J*(w). 
Then the following conservation law is valid: 
! II u,(t)ll* + 5 II Vu(t)ll* + JR” F(u(t)) dx = const., 
where F(s) := JS, f (u) do. 
If F(s) > 0 for all s E iR this gives: 
Remarks. (1) Theorem 1.1 also holds for strong solutions U. According 
to a paper of Heinz and von Wahl [3] such solutions of the Cauchy problem 
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are known to exist, e.g., in the casef(u) = 1 uIp-’ U, where 1 ( p < n/(n - 2) 
(for n > 3), 1 < p < 03 (for n = 1 or 2). 
(2) The results of Lemmata 1.2-1.4 are also valid without the 
assumption on u to have compact support in x for each t. It is enough to 
assume: 
u(0) E H’**(R”), u,(O) E H’-‘92(lR”) for a sufficiently large 1 and 
IxlVu(O) E L*(lR”), 1x1 u,(O) E L2(lR”), as well as fE C,‘,,(R, R) with 
lfCi)(~)I~cluUJ(n+2)‘(n~2)--j for lul> 1 (j=O, 1). 
This can be proved by approximation. 
2. DECAY RESULTS 
In the following we consider the Cauchy problem 
u,, - Llu +&f(u) = 0, 
4% 0) = 4(x), U,(& 0) = w(x), 
for (x, t) E R3 x [0, co). 
We assume that the nonlinearity fulfills the following conditions: 
(Vl) fE cx(b RI, f(O) = 0, 
(V2) F(s) := [f(u) da > 0 for all s E R, 
0 
(V3) If’(s>l <c IW-l> 
1sy+ < cF(s), 
The Cauchy data are assumed to belong to H’.‘(R”) for an integer 1 large 
enough, and moreover 1x1 V$ E L*(lR”), 1x1 w E L*(lR”). u is assumed to be 
a strong solution of the problem u,, -Au +f(u) = 0, U(X, 0) = 4(x), 
u,(x, 0) = y(x), i.e., u E nfEo C{,&R’, H2-j’*(R3)). Then the following 
uniform decay result is valid: 
THEOREM 2.1. Assume 3 > u > 4 + i fi. Then for any E” >‘O and 
t>o: 
IIu(t)ll,,, < c(1 + f)(6+*DP*UZ)‘(3+0)+! 
Remark. (a) 4 + f fi FZ 2.30278. 
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(b) In our case a strong solution exists (Heinz and von Wahl [3]). 
The solution u fulfills the integral equation: 
u(t) = cos(A “*t) Q + A - l’* sin@ “*t) w 
-, A - l’* sin[A “*(t - s)]f(u(s)) ds. 
For any E > 0 we have 
,,Ac’2U(f),,o,r8 < c(1 + t)-I+*“’ 
+j; ,,AW/2 sin[A “‘(t - s)]f(u(s))]&,, ds 
< c(1 + t)-I+*“’ 
+ c 
I 
* ,,&-I)/2 sin[A 1’2(t - s)]f(~(s))(]~,~, ds.
0 
Here k and q’ are defined by the Sobolev imbedding kkVq c kIE*“, i. e., 
l/r’ = l/q’ - (k - s)/3. Theorem 1.5 leads to (l/q + l/q’ = 1): 
,,Ac’*U(t),(,,,> < c(1 + t)-I+*“’ 
+c *(t-S)- i 
‘+*‘q’ ,,A 1’2-2”J’+k’2f(~(~)),(0,q ds. 
0 
The nonlinear term is estimated as follows: 
IIA 1’*-*‘q’+k’2f(~)ii0,q= iif(U)i I-ll ’-3/r’+E.q 





(‘-1’q’-3’r’+E) ,y,p, ,,f(u(. + h)) -f(U(.)),,,.,~. 
Here we used the imbedding ~~;“q’-3/*‘+E~ fi’-1’q’-3/r’+E*q [ 1, Theo- 
rem 6.3.11. 
The assumed estimate forf’(u) easily gives 
IfW + h)) -fW)I 
< c(, u(x + lzy + , u(x)l”-“) , u(x + h) - u(x),” 
for each 0 ( 6 < 1. Using the mean value theorem and Holder’s inequality 
with exponents p1,, 4, we arrive at 
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.,I t-(l--llq’-3/r’+&) sup IIf(n(* + h)) -f(n(Mo,, f 
IhI< 
G c lI41~,&,)q~* IIWf,,,4, 




(1-“q’-3’r’+E) ,y,“, llf(u(* + h)) -f(u(.),ll,,,~ 
< c II u II&-%*k& II vu II&& 
for 6, = 1 - l/q’ - 3/r’ + E - 6. 
We choose di = 2/6,q, bi = 2/(2 - Jiq), and q = (a + 3)/2a + 6 with8 > 0 
arbitrarily small. 
An easy computation shows 
isiqcfi = 2 and 
(a - Si) qji = 
0+1+6+2(3/r’-&+(-1)Q)q 
1+(3/r’-&+(-l)?)q * 
For E, 6 sufficiently small, r’ sufficiently large, one has u + 1 < (U - Si) qp^i < 
a+ 1+28. 
Interpolation between Lot ‘(W’) and L6(lR3) gives 
I14~)ll~,2-8i)qpi < c II ~(m,zP’ (& > 0 arbitrarily small), 
where we used the energy inequality 11 U(t)[(0,6 < c 11 Vn(t)l(,,, < const. We 
arrive at 
II-4 1’2-2’@+k’y-(U(t))l(0,q < c(llu(t)ll;,;p + llu(t)ll&y2). 
Now, for El, E > 0 sufficiently small and r’ sufficiently large 6, and 6, are 
close to 2u/(u + 3) so that the boundedness of 1) Eli,,,+ i (energy inequality) 
gives 
II.4 “*-*‘q’+k’Zf(U(f))I(O,q < c IIuII;,;y”+3)-F for E> 0 arbitrary. 
We use Lemma 1.3 with K = 2(3 -u) which gives 
~~“lu(r)l”+‘dx~c~~“F(u(r))dx~ (1 +;&c 
for E > 0 arbitrary. 
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. (1 + s)- 
~~2o-4-E7/~otl’~~u--zo/~o+3’-~ ds 
< c(l + t) 
(6tZo-2&kT+3’+~ for E” > 0 arbitrary, 
if E > 0 is sufficiently small and r’ sufficiently large. The Sobolev imbedding 
theorem completes the proof. 
We now want to use this result to show the existence of scattering states 
u*, i.e., solutions of the corresponding linear equation u,, - du = 0 with the 
property: 
II a> - u* (f)lle -+ 0 as t+fco, 
where 
A sufficient condition is to show that I’z IIf(~(t))ll~,~ df < SCO. (cf. [S, 
Lemma 4.41). 
THEOREM 2.2. Assume f satisfies (VI)-(V3). Then there exist solutions 
u* of the equation vtt -Av=Oin IR3satisfyingIIu(t)-u+(t)ll,-+Oastfw, 
provided 3 > a > uo. Here a0 is the positive zero of the polynomial 
-203 + 2a2 + 30 + 9. 
Remark. Numerically we have cro z 2.40327. 
Proof. Interpolation between 
Ilu(t)llo,, < c(1 + t)(6+zU-202”(3+U’+E (Theorem 2.1) 
and 
II u(t)ll o,o+, < c(1 + f)(4--ZU+0’(0+” (Lemma 1.3) 
shows for 0 = (a - 1)/2a: 
Ilf(w)llo,2 < c Ilwll~:*, <c ll~(~)ll~~~ II wll~:f;~‘” 
< c(l + t)(~2u3t202t20t6)/(3tu’+~, 
where E^ > 0 arbitrarily small. The exponent is less than -1 if u > cl0 so that 
the proof is complete. 
Example. A nonlinearity which satisfies (Vl )-(V3) is given by 1 u Jo-’ u 
with u > 1. 
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